Warner (1965) introduced a Randomized Response Technique (RRT) to minimize bias due to nonresponse or false response. Thereafter, several researchers have made significant contribution in the development and modification of different Randomized Response Models. We have modified a few onestage Simple Randomized Response Models to two-stage randomized response models in complex surveys and found that our developed models are more efficient.
Introduction
In survey sampling, the collection of information on sensitive variables like illegal income, accumulated savings, intentional tax evasion and usage of illegal drugs is very difficult to obtain and in case of any response they give false or evasive answers, when direct questioning is done. To overcome this problem Warner (1965) Shabbir and Gupta (2005) procedures to Two-stage Randomized Response procedures in complex sample surveys and observed that the Two-stage procedure is better than the conventional One-stage procedure in complex survey design.
Generalized Two-Stage Randomized Response Procedure
Suppose 1 R and 2 R are two independent randomization techniques. Randomization technique 2 R consists of a box which carries two types of balls that is black and white.
These balls are kept in proportion q and   selected individual in the sample is first provided with RR technique 2 R and is requested to drawn a ball from the box in the absence of the interviewer, if a black ball is chosen, the respondent is requested to disclose his / her true A or C A character in terms of 1 or 0. If he/she select a white ball, then he / she is requested to use RR technique 1 R and report the RR say Let suppose that
. 
 
,. Here it may be noted that for q = 0, (Which is the case of one stage RR procedure)
Now we may two cases.
In this case the two-stage randomized response procedure will be more efficient than the conventional randomized response procedure if
In case i y =0 the two-stage randomized response procedure will be more efficient than the conventional randomized response procedure if 
Sample Selection and Estimation
Let P E , P V are the operators for expectation and variance with respect to any sampling design P . Let E , V are the operators for overall expectation and variance such that ,
For a general sampling design, we shall write 
In randomized response procedure , i ys are not directly ascertained, therefore, we consider an unbiased estimator for the population total , Y in two-stage randomization device as, 2 1 , 
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As it is apparent from the above inequality to derive an efficiency condition, so, we resort to an empirical study. The results based on empirical study are given in Table 1 . The probability of yes response is given as,
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As it is apparent from the above inequality to derive an efficiency condition, so, we resort to an empirical study. The results based on empirical study are given in Table 2 . 
The probability of yes response is given by,
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As it is apparent from the above inequality to derive an efficiency condition, so, we resort to an empirical study. The results based on empirical study are given in Table 3 . P and q 
Discussion and Conclusion
For different values of 1 procedure. For almost all models discussed above, the two stage procedure is more precise than its one stage procedure for 1 P close to 0.6 and 0.7 and for higher value of 1 P close to 0.8 and 0.9 the two stage procedures performs slightly well.
